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THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Trump’s Fatal Mistake in Iraq and Beginning of
End for US Occupation

The United States may have just worn out its welcome in Iraq.
Whatever comes next will be laid at the feet of the Trump Presidency.
As a result of a series of disastrous moves by US central command, the
region now faces the very real prospect of another multinational
conflagration in the Middle East, which could include a direct military
confrontation between the US and Iran. Pg 1-5

As official Douma narrative crumbles,
mainstream already constructing backstop
The official narrative on the OPCW’s deception about the alleged
‘chlorine gas attack’ on Douma, Syria, in April 2018 is falling apart.
The dam of media silence is cracking and straining. Trickles of truth
are dribbling out. Pg 5-6

The Year of War Against Anti-Semitism

One might think that 2019 was the year war was declared against antiSemitism judging from the pronouncements of politicians in
Washington, London, Paris and Berlin. To be sure, Israel and its
diaspora friends have continued to play the “anti-Semitism” card
whenever their behavior is challenged but the international passion to
extirpate the “new anti-Semitism” to include any and all criticism of
Israel is something quite special that is being backed up by punitive
legislation. Pg 6-9

YEAR IN REVIEW: 2019 Top
Ten (Real) Conspiracies

It’s New Year’s Eve again, which
means it’s time for our annual wrapup, looking at some of the most
important and unusual, and dare we
say conspiratorial events of 2019. Pg 917

OUT OF THE FRYING PAN:
2020 Trends and Predictions
from 21WIRE

Looking forward into the New Year,
here are but a few breaking trends to
look out for, as well as some salient
predictions for the coming year. Pg 1726
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and one Iraqi police Army and Iraqi Mukhabarat
Trump’s Fatal contractor,
officer, as well as wounding a
internal security eventually
Mistake in Iraq and further 4 US defense contractors, arrived to disperse the angry
3 Iraqi Army officers. US
crowds.
Beginning of End and
officials claim they had
for US Occupation intelligence which confirmed Following the embarrassing
Source:
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/01/0
3/trumps-fatal-mistake-in-iraq-andbeginning-of-end-for-us-occupation/

By By Patrick Henningsen

that Friday’s rocket attack near
Kirkuk was the work of
“Iranian militia,” therefore
holding the Islamic Republic of
Iran responsible. However, no
evidence was presented by the
US in relation to the claim.

How It Began

scenes at the US embassy on
New Years Eve, Washington
promised retribution. What
followed could very well be the
trigger for a renewed war in
Iraq, and which may likely result
in US forces and personnel
eventually being asked (or
forced) to leave the country. On
Wednesday January 2, 2020, the
US launched another airstrike,
targeting an access road leading
to Baghdad International
Airport, and reportedly killed
Iranian Quds Force leader,
General Qasem Soleimani, as
well as senior Iraqi PMU
commander, Abu Mahdi alMuhandis, according to reports
by Iraqi TV.

In response to the US bombing
its facility on Sunday, Iraqi
This past Sunday December
29th, just before the New Year protesters, including friends and
rang in, President Donald Trump family of fallen soldiers killed in
gave the order to bomb an Iraqi the US bombing raid, and led by
Iraqi PMU members and their
military base
(https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u supporters, stormed the outer
perimeter of the US embassy in
s-launches-airstrikes-in-iraq-syriaagainst-iran-backed-militia-blamed-in- Baghdad
(https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/12
contractors-death-2019-12-29),
killing and wounding a number 12010733216641027?s=20) located
inside the infamous USof Iraqi military personnel,
including Iraqi Army officers, controlled Green Zone. Many
Iraqi police, as well as soldiers US embassy staff were
evacuated or airlifted from the
belonging to the People’s
Mobilization Unit (PMUs). US compound, and an additional
Air Force F-15E fighters struck detachment of 100 US Marines
five targets located in Iraq and were called in as reinforcements,
along the Syria-Iraq border, all along with an additional 750
troops from fast battalion 82nd
said to be controlled by an
Airborne Division sent to
‘Iranian-backed paramilitary
Kuwait preparing to go into Iraq. Iraqi PMU commander Abu Mahdi algroup,’ according to the
Muhandis in Baghdad following their
US combat helicopters circled
Pentagon.
defeat of ISIS in 2017 (Photo: Patrick
overhead, as well as around the
Henningsen 2017©)
entire Green Zone and over
According to Washington
Both Soleimani and al-Muhandis
defense spokespersons, Sunday’s civilians neighborhoods in
are considered to be among Iran
US airstrike was supposedly in Baghdad. This move was not
received well by the Iraqi
and Iraq’s most revered military
response to a rocket attack
government
who
forbid
such
US
figures, and their targeted
which struck the “K1” joint USmilitary patrols as part of their assassinations by the US
Iraqi military base located in
status of forces agreement for
government will certainly be
Kirkuk in north Iraq, which
viewed as an act of war by a
happened just two days before the country. The siege lasted
until News Years Eve on
large portion of the Iraqi and
on Friday December 27th,
December 31st, before the Iraqi Iranian populations, as well as
killing one U.S. defense
1
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their respective military and
security apparatuses. In
particular, al-Muhandis is
regarded by many a hero in
Iraqi’s hard-fought victory over
ISIS in 2017.

promoting war on Iran.”

Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort in
Florida on Sunday for
Magnier adds, “Analysts’ wishful discussions with the president,
thinking overwhelmed their
American officials said.”
sense of reality, notably the
possibility of realities invisible The US had already taken the
to them. They fell into the same decision to bomb Iraq before any
Iraqi cabinet officials and
trap of misinformation and
joint investigation could be
parliamentarians have been
ignorance that has shaped
conducted between the Iraqi
meeting over the last 48 hours to western opinion since the
Ministry of Defense and the US
discuss reviewing the status of occupation of Iraq in 2003. The authorities. Soon after the Martheir cooperation agreement with invasion of Iraq was justified by a-lago meeting, Secretary of
the United States which allows the presence of ‘Weapons of
Defense Mark Esper called
for intelligence sharing and US Mass Destruction’ which never acting Iraqi Prime Minister Adil
training and technical assistance existed.”
Abdul-Mahdi to inform him the
for Iraqi military divisions.
US was not interested in
Whether this escalates into
According to Iraqi officials, at working with Baghdad to find
officials calling for the US
the time of the initial rocket
out what happened and who had
military and its 20,000 troops
attack on Dec 27th, it was not
fired the rockets. Esper told the
and defense personnel to pack clear who had actually fired on Iraqi PM that Washington had
up and leave the country –
the K1 joint base. Regardless, a already received “intelligence”
remains to be seen.
number of data points strongly from its trusted sources which
indicate that the US had already said the rocket attack was
It should go without saying that decided who it would be
carried out by a branch of the
this provocative military action targeting.
Iraqi PMUs known as Katiab
by the United States means that
Hezbollah (no relation to
US troops and personnel may no
Lebanon’s Hezbollah defense
longer be safe operating in Iraq.
force). It should be noted that
these PMU brigades are
composed of Iraqi citizens who
Questioning US
serve under the official Iraqi
‘Intelligence’
military command headquartered
in Baghdad. Because this PMU
In order to grasp the full gravity
division’s membership is
of what the Trump
composed of Shia Muslims,
Administration has just done, it’s
United States officials and the
essential to consider these events President Trump and Senator Lindsey
US mainstream media have
Graham, both doubling down on
in historical context, as the latest Sunday’s ill-advised bombing of Iraq.
taken the liberty of labeling
reckless move in a long line of
them as “Iranian militia” – a
US failures in Iraq.
According to the New York
blatant falsehood, but one which
Times, “President Trump was
has been disseminated by US
According to veteran Middle
briefed by Defense Department officials in order to infer these
East correspondent Elijah
leaders on Saturday, and
are somehow ‘Iranian proxies’
Magnier, “The United States of allowed the strikes to proceed.
and proceeded to pin the alleged
America has fallen into the trap Senior officials including
responsibility of the initial
of its own disinformation policy, Defense Secretary Mark T.
rocket attack on Iran, in effect,
as exemplified by the work of
Esper and Secretary of State
justifying the heavy-handed US
one of its leading strategic study Mike Pompeo traveled to Mr.
retaliation on Sunday, and
centres, a neocon think tank
2
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Washington’s targeted
assassinations of Qasem
Soleimani, and Abu Mahdi alMuhandis on January 2nd.

was doing, does not actually
match the actions which it had
undertaken on Dec 29th. In
addition, the US bombing raid
on Dec 29th will also have aided
ISIS. Magnier explains the
obvious US disconnect here
(https://ejmagnier.com/2020/01/02/ho

away.

Interestingly, this is not the first
time that the US and allies have
targeted an Iraqi PMU facility
and tried to label it as “Iranian.”
Back in September, 21WIRE
reported
w-the-us-was-hoist-by-its-own-petard- (https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/09/
in-iraq-and-the-wishful-thinking-of-its- 19/new-reports-of-saudi-and-israelithinktanks/):
airstrikes-on-syria-iraq-border-onlyheighten-concerns-of-wider-war/)

Mr Abdel Mahdi asked Esper if how Israel and Saudi Arabia
the US has “proof against
were reported to have launched
Kataeb Hezbollah to share so supposed ‘retaliatory’ airstrikes
Iraq can arrest those
against “pro-Iranian militias”
responsible for the attack on stationed along the border
K1”. No response: Esper told between Syria and Iraq. This
Abdel Mahdi that the US was was reported by the Jerusalem
“well-informed” and that the Post at the time:
To date, US officials have
provided no evidence to support attack would take place “in a
few hours”.
“Saudis, Israel attack pro-Iran
their claim that the rocket attack
militias on Syria-Iraq border,”
on Dec 27th was carried out by
Katiab Hezbollah PMUs, nor has In less than half an hour, US jets and adding that,“Saudi fighter
bombed five Iraqi security
jets have been spotted along
the US given any specifics as to
forces’ positions deployed along with other fighter jets that have
the provenance of its
the Iraqi-Syrian borders, in the attacked facilities and positions
‘intelligence’ which attributed
zone of Akashat, 538 kilometres belonging to Iranian militias.”
blame to PMUs. If this was
from the K1 military base (that
indeed a rush to judgement, it
had been bombed by
21WIRE also noted how the
would not be the first time the
US has perpetrated an act of war perpetrators still unknown). The Jerusalem Post had compiled
US announced the attack but their report citing multiple
against a sovereign state based
omitted the fact that in these sources, including pieces of
on faulty, and less than credible
positions there were not only information from the
intelligence. The recent OPCW
Kataeb Hezbollah but also Iraqi Independent Arabia, Lebanese
leaks
Army and Federal Police
outlet Al Mayadeen and the
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/
28/post-truth-world-a-clear-opcwofficers. Most victims of the US Syrian Observatory for Human
cover-up-shielded-by-msm-andattack were Iraqi army and Rights. They reported air strikes
bellingcat/) have demonstrated
police officers. Only 9 officers of hitting targets over the course of
beyond any doubt the US-led
Kataeb Hezbollah – who joined that week, killing 31, after
airstrikes against Syria in April
the Iraqi Security Forces in hitting what they called
of 2018 was based on
2017 – were killed. These five “Iranian-backed” Iraqi Hash’d
misinformation of a supposed
positions had the task of
Shaabi (PMUs) positions along
‘chemical attack’ just days
intercepting and hunting down the Iraqi-Syria border.
earlier in Douma, Syria on April ISIS and preventing the group’s
7, 2018.
militants from crossing the
“On Wednesday, five people
borders from the Anbar desert.
were killed and another nine
Upon closer review, it’s now
The closest city to these bombed were wounded in an airstrike
clear that what the US claimed it positions is al-Qaem, 150 km
carried out by unidentified
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,
Defense Secretary Mark Esper and
Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Mike
Miley at Mar-a-Lago today, briefing
President Trump on latest US debacle
in Iraq (Image Source: CTH)
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aircraft that targeted positions
of the Iranian-backed Iraqi
Popular Mobilization Forces
militia in Albukamal, according
to Sky News Arabia.”

right ‘incident’ to green-light a response to the emergence of
military attack on what it claims ISIS and the fall of Mosul in
to be “Iranian” military targets. June 2014. The Grand Ayatollah
Sistani issued a fatwa in the
Again, the fact that the US
summer of 2014, which called
insists on mislabeling its
on all able-bodied men of
Why this is crucial, is because it supposed enemy means that
fighting age to form a coalition
demonstrates previous form by nothing productive can come out of national militias, roughly
Israel and Saudi Arabia – against of the latest series of events –
130,000 strong, to fight back
near identical targets which the unless Washington considers
against ISIS after it had routed
US bombed on Dec 29. It stands another full-scale war in Iraq a the Iraq Army during ISIS’s
to reason then, that the
productive endeavor – a
summer blitzkrieg which saw
‘intelligence’ source for both
proposition which many would several key cities taken by the
attacks, on Sept 19th, and Dec not find that far-flung
terrorist army, as they headed
29th, seem to be related,
considering America’s tawdry dangerously close to the capital
deriving from either Israel or
record in the region.
city Baghdad.
Saudi Arabia – both of which are
heavily biased against Iran, and
Based on the rhetoric and media
viewed it as an existential threat
coverage we are seeing this
to their own regional
week, it’s painfully obvious that
geopolitical and military
few, if any, within the ranks of
hegemony. In the case of Israel,
American foreign policy
it has played a visible role in
‘experts’ and national security
directing US policy regarding
journalists, are really aware of
Iran since the onset of the Trump
this reality on the ground in Iraq.
Administration. It was Israeli
It is widely acknowledged in
PM Benjamin Netanyahu who
Iraq, and in the region, that the
Iraqi PMU soldiers celebrate after
boasted about his role in
their victory over ISIS in 2017 (Image PMUs played the decisive role
convincing the White House to
in defeating ISIS and securing
Credit: PMU War Media)
unilaterally withdrawal from the
liberated communities in the
JCPOA Iran nuclear deal in May Iraqi PMUs Defeated ISIS latter stages of the country’s
2018.
terrorist ordeal. It’s important to
in 2017
note also that tens of thousands
It’s also important to note with
of Iraqis, including Iraqi Army,
In order to properly understand
the US bombing raid on Sunday
Police, Iraqi civilians, and Iraqi
the Iraqi military and PMU’s
Dec 29th, the Iraqi bases hit
PMUs – including these very
reaction to this ham-fisted US
along the Syrian-Iraqi border are
same PMU units who the US has
attack on Iraqi soil, it is
located approximately 540km
killed this week – have all died,
important to understand who are
from Kirkuk, far away from
sacrificing their lives for country
the Iraqi People’s Mobilization
where the US claim that Kaitab
in the fight against the foreignUnits (PMUs), aka the Hash’d
Hezbollah PMUs had fired the
backed terrorist menace. For the
al-Shabbi, or ‘Hasheed’ for
initial rocket attack on Dec 27th
United States political leadership
short. This is the new national
– which means that those US
and mainstream media to crassly
militia of Iraq and are the very
targets played no role in Friday’s
label them as “Iranian militias,”
same soldiers who have fought
rocket attack on K1, and more
is to rob Iraqis of an important
and died against ISIS for
likely had already been selected
national victory and strip them
ultimately defeating their
in advance of Dec 27th, and the
of their agency.
terrorist occupation in late 2017.
US was simply waiting for the
The PMUs were formed in
4
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As we can now see from the
incredible scenes at the US
embassy on Tuesday,
Washington’s ignorance of the
reality on the ground in Iraq has
come at a heavy price.

to realize that Iran posed no
between the West and Iran. By
national security threat to the
showing its ugly hand,
United States, but Washington’s Washington has left its
insistence on framing every
adversaries with little choice but
incident in the region as “the to fight back this time.
work of the Iranian regime”
means that forces in
As official Douma
WATCH: Thousands of Iraqi Washington desperately want
protesters furious over deadly war, and now they can’t hide narrative crumbles,
U.S. airstrikes storm the
their agenda. This drive is
mainstream already
American Embassy in Baghdad, most certainly being spurred
constructing
breaking down doors and setting on by US allies in the region,
fires Israel and Saudi Arabia. From
backstop
https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/12 an imperialist standpoint, the US
12010733216641027
and its allies do benefit
Source: https://offgeopolitically by keeping Iraq
guardian.org/2020/01/02/as-officialSince its opening in 2008, the
douma-narrative-crumblesdivided and weak – ensuring that
new US embassy has not faced
mainstream-already-constructingit can never get back on its feet
any serious challenge to its
backstop/
economically or politically to
structural integrity. It is not just
become influential in the region,
By Catte Black
any embassy either – it is the
and can never become close
world’s largest and most
partners with its two most
The Mail on Sunday has allowed
expensive embassy ever
important neighbors Syria and Peter Hitchens
constructed, covering a total of
Iran.
(https://hitchensblog.mailonsunday.co.
104 acres which is roughly the
uk/2019/11/new-sexed-up-dossiersize of Vatican City, and houses
For Washington and Tel Aviv,
furore-explosive-leaked-email-claims5,000 embassy staff, military
that-un-watchdogs-report-into-allegedthe road to Tehran has always
and intelligence personnel. Iraqi
poison-gas-attack-by-assad-w.html) to
been through Baghdad, only
protesters breached its outer
we’re not in 2003 anymore, and blog about it. Jonathan Steele
security walls and main gate,
the Middle East playing field has (https://timhayward.wordpress.com/20
and proceeded to lay waste the
changed dramatically since that 19/10/27/major-revelation-from-opcwembassy’s periphery structures,
whistleblower-jonathan-steeletime, mostly as a direct
before pinning down US
speaking-to-the-bbc/) and other
consequence of US military and
Marines guarding the compound
mainstream journalists are
proxy aggression in the region.
inside the foyer of one of the
suddenly noticing the
outer reception buildings. Now
whistleblowers
Besides this, Iraqis are well
that this facility has been
(https://timhayward.wordpress.com/20
aware by now that it is the
19/10/23/unacceptable-practices-atcompromised, it can no longer
United States and not Iran, who opcw-by-jose-bustani-andbe relied on as the ‘fortress
has already ruined their country international-panel/) they ignored
America’ and forward operating
for generations to come.
for so long and salving their
station it has been for the past
consciences by going public
decade.
If Washington continues down before the dam bursts.
this path, it could also lead to
Trump and Washington’s Trump’s downfall politically.
No one is going to say this is a
Fundamental Error
bad thing. However cynical it
Unfortunately, Iraq is set again might appear, it can only be
to become the pitch for another good if the wholesale corruption
Another important takeaway
from all of this is for Americans ugly geopolitical grudge match in the OPCW evidenced by
5
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leaked documents
(https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/)
and whistleblower statements, is
finally and officially
acknowledged. It might at least
make it less likely we’ll be
dragged into WW3 by faked
evidence of phony war crimes.

will treat the whole shady
While a decent overview of the
episode as a strange anomaly, a facts in many ways (which by
dreadful ‘misjudgment’ by a few the way further indicates it’s
misguided individuals. A teeny about to go seriously
stain on an otherwise impeccable mainstream), it includes this
record. Some middle-ranking
penultimate paragraph:
unfortunates in the OPCW may
be sacked or ‘disciplined’. The
"The deep concerns among
media may run stories about
some of the OPCW staff and the
But let’s not forget in our
how the ‘rebels’ (who will
deletion of their evidence does
excitement at getting some
suddenly be bad guys) ‘misled’ not mean that gas has not been
attention from the big table
the lovely innocent (white)
used in Syria by the government
that when/if this story finally investigators into accepting
or even by the Russians or by
does burst into the mainstream cunningly planted evidence.
Isis and its fellow Islamists. All
consciousness it will also
There may even be talk of how stand guilty of war crimes in the
simultaneously be neutered of ‘tunnel vision’ about Syria had
Syrian conflict. The OPCW’s
its most important reality – viz taken over at the State
response to the evidence should
that the OPCW are just one
Department and FCO.
not let war criminals off the
tiny part of the massive warhook. But it certainly helps
manufacturing, war-justifying, Someone, somewhere, somehow
them."
war-sanitising lie-machine that will, of course, inevitably blame
is the entirety of western
the Russians.
Those who have followed Fisk’s
political society.
career to date may well wonder
If enough fuss is made there may if he freely chose to add this
Of course they’re staffed with even be a public inquiry of some xenophobic, jingoistic nonsense
strategically placed yes-men. Of type that takes ages to convene, to his otherwise pretty honest
course they produced a report
is run by an elder statesman with piece. But regardless of how it
that was fudged into a gigantic if an MI5/NSA dossier that ensures got there, this para shows us,
obfuscated deception. What do his compliance, and ends up
succinctly, how the true story of
you expect when our institutions finding that ‘grave mistakes
and lessons of the OPCW
are totally subsumed by
were made’.
Douma scandal will be castrated
warmongers, for warmongers?
and distorted when/if it goes
When our financial and political But there will be no questioning mainstream.
system is built around the
of the basic official western
pursuit of wars that are not
Syria narrative. No questioning If we want more than that we
supposed to be won but merely of the need for ‘humanitarian’ have to provide it ourselves. The
to continue indefinitely?
war, or of NATO’s a priori moral corporate media is never – ever
superiority over all its
– going to tell the truth about the
The official narrative on the
adversaries.
system that controls it.
OPCW’s deception about the
alleged ‘chlorine gas attack’ on In fact there’s a great example of
The Year of War
Douma, Syria, in April 2018 is this nascent fallback narrative in
Against Antifalling apart. The dam of media Robert Fisk’s recent article
silence is cracking and straining. (https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/
Semitism
syria-war-chemical-weaponsTrickles of truth are dribbling
watchdog-opcw-assad-damascusout. If the mainstream finally
Source:
russia-a9262336.html) in the
deigns to recognise the
https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/the-yearIndependent.
of-war-against-anti-semitism/
malfeasance of the OPCW, it
6
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By Philip Giraldi

At least 34 Palestinians were
possible crimes relating to the
reported killed
ongoing Israeli-Palestinian
In one of its more recent victory (https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/n conflict has produced a quick
laps, British Zionists are toasting ames-palestinians-killed-israels-latest- response from Washington and
gaza-bombardment) and more than Jerusalem. The Trump
Mazel Tov in their Hanukkah
celebrations over their part in the 100 wounded in the two days of Administration, fearful lest one
bombardment while no Israelis crime lead to investigation of
defeat of Labour candidate
were killed. An attack on the
Jeremy Corbyn. Corbyn was
another, is concerned lest
makeshift home of the aldemonized personally by the
atrocities committed by U.S.
Sawarka
family
British Chief Rabbi Ephraim
troops in Afghanistan and Iraq
(https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/a become the fodder for a
Mirvis shortly before the
ll-thats-left-are-their-school-uniforms- subsequent inquiry, has
December election and was
israeli-airstrike-kills-palestinianunfairly labeled an anti-Semite
reiterated its claim
family) killed eight members of
by the Jewish media over his
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world-usthe family, including children. A
antipathy towards Israeli actions
canada-45474864) that the ICC has
week later, a ninth member of
and his willingness to recognize
no jurisdiction over it as the U.S.
the family, Mohammed althe suffering of the Palestinians.
has never recognized its
Sawarka, died from from his
From now on, no British
authority. Washington has also
injuries
politician will be willing to
revoked a visa held by chief
(https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/n
challenge Jewish power in the inth-member-palestinian-family-dies- prosecutor of the ICC, has
U.K. Indeed, Prime Minister
threatened more visa refusals,
after-israeli-air-strike-gaza).
Boris Johnson, who claims
and is also threatening sanctions
(https://www.haaretz.com/israelas reprisals, claiming that the
The Israeli army carried out a
news/boris-johnsons-sister-on-hisperfunctory investigation of the court is “illegitimate” while also
kibbutz-past-1.5421852) some
vowing that the Trump
deaths and concluded that
Jewish ancestry and spent some
(https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/is Administration would do
time in his youth on a kibbutz, rael-vows-investigate-gaza-strikeseverything “to protect
has already pledged to make any killed-eight-palestinians-same-family) [American] citizens”.
criticism of Israel illegal in
the army’s intelligence section
Britain. Moving the British
In Israel meanwhile, Prime
had made a mapping mistake
Embassy from Tel Aviv to
that included the family home as Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
Jerusalem will no doubt soon
has sought to shore up his
part of an Islamic Jihad
follow.
sputtering attempt to remain in
“compound.” So a filing error
led to the deaths of nine innocent office by denouncing the inquiry
Meanwhile, and as a direct result civilians in one family and, of itself as “anti-Semitism.” He
of the unwillingness to confront course, no one in the Israeli
made the claim while using
Israel in any meaningful way,
Judaism’s holy Western Wall as
military was in any way
war crimes committed by the
punished or even reprimanded. a backdrop during a candleJewish state proliferate. Every Or even apologized.
lighting ceremony marking the
Friday there is a shooting gallery
start of the eight-days of
along the fence with Gaza,
And when it is pushed to do so, Hanukkah, saying “New edicts
where unarmed Palestinian
are being cast against the
Israel uses the anti-Semitism
protesters are targeted by Israeli weapon to render itself
Jewish people – anti-Semitic
snipers. And in November, Israel completely unaccountable in
edicts by the International
conducted a series of air strikes spite of its war crimes. The
Criminal Court telling us that
on the Gaza Strip after its
we, the Jews standing here next
recent announcement by the
assassination of a senior Islamic International Criminal Court
to this wall … in this city, in this
Jihad commander and his wife. (ICC) that it is looking into
country, have no right to live
7
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here and that by doing so, we
religion and his national
Return in Gaza; and the armed
are committing a war crime.” He identity” on campus, most
resistance of the Izz al-Din alcalled it “Pure anti-Semitism.” particularly by members of the Qassam Brigades to Israeli
group Students for Justice in
invasions in Gaza.”
Back in the United States the
Palestine (SJP). Karten claims
war on anti-Semitism initiated that he was called “a Zionist
The complaint notes that “The
by President Donald Trump and pig” and other names. And
Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades
endorsed by both parties in
Karten complains that even a
is the military wing of Hamas,
Congress is running full speed professor was mean to him when which is a U.S.-designated
ahead. The first lawsuit linked to he was speaking with other
foreign terrorist organization
the Trump executive order
students at an event hosted by [FTO]” while the “Izz al-Din alsigned on Hanukkah that creates the Columbia chapter of
Qassam has killed more than
a mechanism for defunding
Students Supporting Israel. A
650 civilians. It is also directly
universities that do not protect “Columbia professor of Arabic responsible for the kidnapping
the “civil rights” of their Jewish literature…interrupted the
and brutal murder of Jonathan’s
students has been filed by a
conversation, pointed at
uncle, Sharone Edri. However,
Israeli student at Columbia
Jonathan and yelled, ‘Don’t
according to Professor Massad,
University. His lawyer Brooke believe a word he is saying. He this group’s killing of innocent
Goldstein claims that the
is Mossad.’” According to the Israeli citizens, like Jonathan’s
university is in violation of Title complaint, “Jonathan felt
uncle and countless others, is
VI of the Civil Rights Act of
ridiculed and embarrassed due justified due to Israel’s ‘settler
1964 for “discrimination against to someone in authority publicly colonialism.’”
Jews.” He added that “We
targeting him, accusing him of
drafted and filed a complaint
being a spy for a foreign
Karten and Goldstein maintain
with the Office of Civil Rights
government because of his
that their complaints fell on deaf
(OCR), which is, to my
religion and national identity.” ears within the Columbia
knowledge, the first action of its
University Administration.
kind since Trump’s executive
Karten decided to take action
Karten had filed a complaint
order.”
after a November 8th speech by with Columbia University’s
a modern Arab politics and
Department of Public Safety last
Goldstein is the executive
intellectual history professor
year “…after he and his friends
director of The Lawfare Project, named Joseph Massad. Massad were repeatedly called
which has been engaged in
reportedly gave a speech at the murderers at a BDS [Boycott,
Jewish and Israeli advocacy. Her annual conference of the
Divestment and Sanctions]
client, Jonathan Karten, a senior Jerusalem Fund and Palestine
referendum at the school.”
at Columbia University, alleges Center, where he said that “The
that he was on the receiving end Oslo Accords inaugurated this One might observe that
of anti-Semitism on campus.
process of liquidating the
Professor Massad did not say
The Trump executive order
Palestinian national struggle
anything that is contrary to a
broadens the definition of
while the ‘Deal of the Century’ reasonable assessment of what
discrimination by implying that plans and hopes to conclude it the Israelis and their friends
“Jewish” is a nationality while … The only thing standing in its have done to the Palestinians.
also accepting that criticism of way is the ongoing Palestinian Under international law, it is
Israel constitutes anti-Semitism. resistance to Israeli settler
perfectly justified for a people
colonialism and racism that
under occupation to resist the
Goldstein claims that Karten
continues inside Israel and
occupiers, using whatever means
“has been ridiculed and
Jerusalem, the West Bank and are available. And it is not
embarrassed because of his
Gaza; the ongoing Marches of unimaginable that Karten reports
8
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to Mossad. One presumes that he None of this agitation occurs in a back of a highly polarizing 2018,
has done his military service and vacuum. There is extensive
which saw the post-World War II
perhaps he should explain what advocacy for Israel at all levels, world order coming apart at the
that entailed in light of claims much of it hidden. In 2019 alone seams, and the 20th century
that he was or is a “murderer.” the Sheldon Adelson supported religions of neoliberalism and
Maccabee Task Force “secretly globalization being relegated to
Jonathan Karten appears to be funded over 3,200 pro-Israel
the ideological depths in the face
such a sensitive soul that being events on 112 campuses, and
of an evolving nationalist and
called names over what is
brought over 2,300 student
mercantilist Anglo-Americanadmittedly a red-hot and very
leaders on ‘transformative trips’ dominated transatlantic order.
controversial political issue
to Israel.” Taken all together, Following on from 2018, this
needs to be redressed by putting every bit of uncritical
year saw the collapse of the
those hurling the epithets out of empowering of the Jewish
seemingly sacrosanct ‘official
business permanently. That
state now surfacing in London, conspiracy theory’ narratives of
amounts to a nullification of the Washington, New York and in improbable ‘chemical attacks’
First and Fourth amendments to Israel itself is part of a vast
like Skripal in the UK, and
the Constitution of the United
international conspiracy to
Douma in Syria, both of which
States, which guarantees
render the Zionist crimes
had profound geopolitical
freedom of speech and
against humanity unobserved ramifications at the time. These
association. Karten himself felt and unreported whenever
are just a few stories which
free to associate with a group of possible as well as always
helped to shape the zeitgeist this
Students Supporting Israel and unaccountable. And when all past year. If 2019 taught us
one might safely bet that some else fails, the Israelis and, to be anything, it’s that conspiracies
serious invective would flow out sure, many diaspora Jews
are real…
of that organization whenever a know exactly what to
Palestinian might appear at or
weaponize when they want to There were a number of
near one of its gatherings. And win the debate. Former Israeli honorable mentions this past
most importantly, one should
Minister Shulamit Aloni once year which would have normally
also note that Karten was not by explained how it is done
been good enough to break into
his own admission in any way (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
the top ten in previous years, but
threatened. It was only words. v=Nex-oSKPX2w): “Antinot this time…
Semitic”…”it’s a trick, we
And lawyer Goldstein is not
always use it.”
Honorable Mentioned
necessarily an objective observer
Highlights
pursuing “justice.” She is
YEAR IN
nothing more than a professional
One event which would’ve
advocate for Israel and what are REVIEW: 2019 Top
normally made it into the top
perceived as Jewish issues. As it
Ten (Real)
ten, but didn’t, was President
is somewhat unclear what
Trump’s grand decree in October
Conspiracies
exactly she and her client want
that he would be “pulling US
the university to do to address
troops out of Syria” – only this
Source:
the issues they have cited, one
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/3 was the third time he made such
can only guess that it would
1/our-year-in-review-2019-top-ten- an announcement in the past 24
include silencing the critics and
real-conspiracies/
months, and just like the
possibly even reparations of
previous ones, this one was
some kind, a frequent feature in
SPECIAL FEATURE
another bait and switch. To
the old “discrimination” game.
compensate for leaving US
This past year was built on the
forces to illegally occupy Syria’s
9
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own oil fields
in 2019, which included a series because they have quietly
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/11/1 of unidentified attacks on
committed to opt-in to the new
4/explained-what-trump-really-means- western and Gulf flagged oil
defense arrangement – even if
by-take-the-oil-in-syria/), Trump
tankers traveling in the Persian there’s a Brexit. In Asia, the
was able to ‘close the file’ on
Gulf. Naturally, these were
western press began ramping-up
alleged ISIS leader Abu Bakar blamed on Iran by the US, and the human rights rhetoric in
Al-Baghdadi. We’re told that the were followed by the British
order to condemn China for its
illusive Caliph was supposedly military hijacking and seizing an treatment of Muslim ethnic
chased-down, “whimpering and Iranian tanker off Gibraltar and minority Uyghurs in the western
crying,” by a US military
preventing it from delivering
Chinese province of Xinjiang,
German Shepherd in a dead-end fuel to the sanctions-hit
claiming China has interned
underground tunnel in Idlib. Of economy of Syria. It seemed the millions of Uyghurs in cruel
course, we’ll never know what West was testing various
concentration camps. But the US
actually happened because US mechanisms to trigger a war
seems to be taking a leaf from
military proceeded to level the with Iran, maybe hoping for an China’s authoritarian book, as
compound with an airstrike, thus irrational response which never Silicon Valley’s Kafkaesque
destroying any evidence. Other came. The US also baited the
political censorship and deofficial conspiracy theories of Iranians by flying in its airspace platforming program reach new
note included the untimely death with their $150 million
highs in 2019, and looks set to
of British mercenary
Globalhawk drone, which Iran continue in 2020 with the US
entrepreneur, James Le
shot down with their $12,000
elections. Twitter was also
Mesurier, who was founder of anti-aircraft unit. Tensions
exposed as employing Saudi
the controversial White Helmets remain high. 2018’s
spies to dig up dirt on critics of
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/02/ “Antisemitism in the Labour
the regime, as well as British
12/white-helmets-james-corbett-open- Party” canard was ramped-up
spooks from Brigade 77
letter-olivia-solon-guardian/) ‘search and weaponized in 2019 to form information warfare unit
and rescue’ group. After his
part of an all-out establishment embedded at the tech firm too.
death, ruled a likely suicide
propaganda effort to reduce
Late in the year, the US also saw
under the influence of
electoral support for Britain’s
a bizarre mass shooting by a
medication (falling from his
Labour Party in the run-up to the ‘rogue’ Saudi pilot training at
balcony while his wife was
General Election. Sadly, it
the US base there, which was
sleeping in the adjacent room) worked, but the political
quietly swept under the rug by
by Istanbul police, Le
assassination of Jeremy Corbyn US officials. Around the same
Mesurier’s defenders in
will go done in history as one of time, we saw yet another alleged
mainstream media and
the darkest political acts ever,
‘ISIS inspired’ terror attack on
intelligence agencies began
perpetrated by a shrewd
London Bridge – a quintessential
blaming his death
coalition of that included the
Daily Shooter event if there ever
(https://twitter.com/Tim_Hayward_/stat Israeli Lobby, the Conservative was one, featuring another
us/1211204479514791937?s=20) on Party, the Tony Blair wing of the known wolf, on the radar of
members of public, journalists Labour Party, and the
intelligence, wearing a tag, and
and academics who had either mainstream media. Other
even attending a ‘prisoner
questioned or criticized Le
honorable mentions for 2019
reform’ conference next door.
Mesurier and the nature of US may include Brussels moving
Unfortunately the perp won’t be
and UK-backed White Helmets ever-closer to finalizing its new interrogated because he was
operations alongside listed
“EU Army”, aka EU Defense
executed on the city pavement
terrorists organizations in Syria. Union, something which Tories before anyone could get to the
On a related geopolitical front, happily avoided talking about
bottom of what happened, and
Iran featured heavily in what
before the last election, possibly more importantly, why. Shades
some dubbed as the Tanker Wars
10
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of Jean Charles de Menezes, and hong-kong/5405680) this supposed
so many others by now.
‘grass roots uprising’ in China’s
troubled territory. The US
One important thing to consider mainstream media then spun a
about 2019 is the slow motion propaganda campaign to try and
break-down of all the western
paint the Chinese police in Hong
establishment’s official Russian Kong as ‘brutal’ and
conspiracy theories, all of which ‘repressive’, when in fact they
have featured so heavily in
were the opposite. Then
American and European politics evidence began to emerge
since 2014. In other words, this showing extreme violence being
worn-out framework has all but used by the US-backed protest
collapsed, but that won’t stop the mobs, where Wong’s masked
usual media maven and political foot soldiers could be seen
opportunists from still flogging beating innocent passers-by
that old horse.
(https://twitter.com/Anonylyzer13/statu
s/1210245845859258368?s=20), and
With that in mind, here are some even attacking elderly residents
of the absolute blockbuster top (https://twitter.com/Anonylyzer13/statu
real conspiracies of 2019…
s/1212050376448339968?s=20) as
well. ‘Pro-Democracy’ violence
featured attempted murder of
multiple Hong Kong residents,
including one particularly grisly
scene where State Departmentbacked ‘freedom demonstrators’
who set a man on fire,
attempting to burn him alive on
the street
(https://observers.france24.com/en/20
10. Hong Kong’s

‘Democracy’ Protests
Hong Kong ends 2019 with
more ‘democracy’ protests,
supposedly disrupting normal
festivities and shopping in
China’s unique financial hub.
Both US Democrats and
Republicans gushed over protest
leader Joshua Wong, flying him
to Washington for photo-ops
with Nancy Pelosi and Marco
Rubio. However, it soon became
known that the US government
was actually directing and
funding
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/usnow-admits-funding-occupy-central-

9. Reconquista:
Washington’s Take-down
of South America

US State Department and its
various operatives, over the span
of three months, attempted no
less than three failed coups in
Venezuela. They even wheeledout Jurassic neocon Elliot
Abrams from the basement of
Foggy Bottom to see if he had
any of his 1980’s dark
clandestine magic left in him.
But the public support of the
government of Nicholas Maduro
was much stronger than the
policy maven and spooks in
Washington had anticipated.
Comically, Neocons even went
so far as to appoint their own
President for Venezuela, a
marionette named Juan Guaidó,
191113-gruesome-video-man-set-fire- which half of Venezuela hadn’t
hong-kong-marks-escalation-violence). even heard of. A year on, the
This push to demonize China
entire escapade has become a
can be viewed as part of the new joke. Not surprisingly, a
US focus to disrupt and damage humiliated Trump
China’s reputation
Administration has quietly
internationally as it attempts to backed off of Venezuela, opting
forge ahead its world-beating
instead to continue sanctioning
Belt and Road Initiative. Of
its economy, shorting its
course, the US is not taking
currency, stealing its foreign
China’s ascendancy lying down, assets – all in all, punishing its
but by the same token, fielding citizens for rejecting a hostile
street thugs on the streets of
US takeover. But Washington
Hong Kong may not net any
had better luck in Bolivia where
long-term dividends, other than a US-backed ultra rightwing
anger China and re-polarize the fascist column was used in
Pacific Rim. Maybe, that’s the violent street protests demanding
plan.
the removal of democratically
11
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elected President Evo Morales.
To pull off the final move, the
US had effectively bought off
the country’s military and police
forces who were used to depose
Evo – in classic 1960’s CIA
style. Evo was forced to flee his
own country to Mexico, as USbacked mobs ransacked his
home, and began hunting down
and intimidating his political
allies. That’s freedom and
democracy, American style.

Iran, accusing the regional rival US establishment – that Russia
of having “now launched an
somehow intervened in the 2016
unprecedented attack on the
US Presidential Election on
world’s energy supply.” Saudi
behalf of Donald Trump, thus
put on an legendary TV press
catapulting him into the White
performance to show the world House? This past spring, the
the ‘evidence’ it had of drone
hysteria and excitement reached
fragments, supposedly
such a fever pitch, that Robert
implicating Iran. They hoped
Mueller was canonized as the
this could raise tensions enough new patron saint of the
to justify military action against Resistance movement. But it
Iran. “There is no evidence the was a house of cards. Well after
attacks came from Yemen,” said three long and torturous years, in
Pompeo on Twitter. In the end, an big top circus featuring 40
this intricate conspiracy theory FBI agents, intelligence analysts,
spun by Washington simply
forensic accountants and staff
fizzled out due to a lack of
assigned to investigate, more
evidence to support their tenuous than 2,800 subpoenas issued by
claim. As with its embarrassing the Special Counsel Mueller’s
failure in Venezuela, Washington office, some 500 search warrants
just backed off quietly, and
executed, more than 230 orders
hoped no one would talk about it for communication records, 50
any more. What this incident
authorized orders (lets the
8. Yemeni Drones & Saudi really showed was that under- government know who someone
equipped, under-funded, and
is communicating with and
Aramco
fully embargoed Yemen – could when, but not what they said),
deliver a fatal blow inside of
13 evidence requests to foreign
In September, an incredible
Saudi Arabia, and influence
governments, 500 witnesses
underdog event took place. After
world energy markets by doing interviewed, well over $30
nearly five years of a relentless
so. Make no mistake about it: million taxpayer costs… the
war being waged against Yemen
Saudi and the US have been put much-anticipated Mueller
by its neighbor Saudi Arabia
on notice in Yemen.
Report and investigation found
along with accomplices the
no evidence that Trump had
United States, UK and the UAE
conspired with Russia. No
– Yemen struck back, with its
collusion, and no election
Houthi Resistance fighters
‘interference’ by Russia.
launching a makeshift drone
Nothing. RussiaGate R.I.P.
attack hitting two major Saudi
Aramco oil installations across
It should go down in history as
the border. Even though the
one of the biggest phony official
Houthi Rebels immediately
conspiracy theories of all-time.
claimed responsibility for the
During his own testimony, the
assault on Abqaiq, the world’s
vaunted former FBI director
largest oil processing plant, US
7. Mueller and the
Mueller came off as an
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
Collapse of RussiaGate incompetent old crank. The
immediately rejected the claim,
entire affair was a disaster for
and instead the US and Saudi
Remember the official
Democrats and their loyal
invented a new official
conspiracy theory pushed by the mainstream media networks, all
conspiracy theory which blamed
12
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of who had relentlessly hyped
this conspiracy for years. In the
end, this epic dud can only help
Trump in his 2020 re-election
bid. Let that sink in for a
minute…

activities former vice-president good at all for Democrats
Joe Biden and his son Hunter
heading into the 2020 election.
Biden
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/11/2
6/hunting-for-hunter-new-ukraineevidence-reveals-biden-burisma-bondscandal-tied-to-us-firm/). According

to lead inquisitor Adam Schiff
(CA-D), someone told someone
about the call, who then told a
“whistleblower” (a CIA analyst
and friend of Obama and the
Bidens) about it, who then then
filed a complaint. In the end,
Ukraine got its free stash of US
missiles as ordered, but
5. Greta
Democrats claimed Trump
6. UkraineGate and
Trump’s Impeachment abused his power by asking for a On paper, it sounded like the
“Quid Pro Quo” that somehow stuff of Hollywood: a 15-yearplaced the national security of old Swedish student started a
Alas, the death of RussiaGate
gave way to a brand new gate… the US in grave danger, and that school strike for ‘the climate’
outside the Swedish Parliament.
UkraineGate, and with it came Trump tried to railroad a
political
opponent
(Joe
Biden
is
Then her campaign went viral
that impeachment hammer
supposedly
the
DNC’s
prearound the globe, and a new
which Democrats had been
youth climate change movement
promising from before Trump determined selection for
presidential
nominee)
by
asking
was born. Incredible. Inspiring.
was even sworn in office.
Al Gore and associates were
Suddenly, Trump was facing the a foreign power to investigate
him
and
his
son,
all
of
which
over the moon; their Joan of Arc
most perilous threat to a tenure
they
say
rises
to
the
level
of
had finally arrived to help save
of POTUS since Bill Clinton,
“high
crimes”
by
Trump.
When
the planet. Time Magazine even
Richard Nixon and Andrew
asked,
even
Zelensky
said
there
named her “Person of the Year”
Johnson before that – all because
was
no
quid
pro
quo.
This
hardly
in 2019. But on closer
of a telephone call on July 25th
mattered,
as
the
verdict
was
examination, the rise of Greta
(the day after Robert Mueller
already written before the
Thunberg was anything but
tanked with his disastrous
hearings.
Another
grand
official
grassroots. From the very first
congressional testimony) with
conspiracy theory cooked up by day, her campaign was driven by
Ukraine’s newly elected
president, Volodymyr Zelenksy. the establishment? Seems so. So a multi-million dollar public
According to House Democrats, shaky are Democrats about their relations machine
case, that House leader Nancy (http://www.theartofannihilation.com/t
during the call, Trump
Pelosi has failed to send her
he-manufacturing-of-greta-thunbergthreatened Zelensky with
for-consent-the-political-economy-ofArticles
of
Impeachment
before
withholding a free donation of
US weapons to Ukraine unless Christmas to the US Senate for the-non-profit-industrial-complex/)
that includes dozens of NGOs
the next step which is an
the Ukrainian president reand media outlets, foundations
Impeachment trial. This kicks
opened a corruption
and trusts, as part of an
the
whole
affair
into
the
new
investigation into 2016 US
environmental astroturf
year, and with poll numbers
election meddling under the
extravaganza, the likes of which
previous President Poroshenko, steadily rising against
we’ve never seen. The practice
Democrat’s impeachment
and more importantly the
misadventure, it does not look is known as greenwashing
13
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(http://www.wrongkindofgreen.org/201 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
give them some $51 trillion
9/02/03/the-manufacturing-of-gretav=gJwayalLpYY). Both sides of the (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/arti
thunberg-for-consent-the-house-is-on- debate do not appear to be
cles/2019-02-25/group-sees-ocasiofire-the-90-trillion-dollar-rescue/) –
budging, but the cooling camp cortez-s-green-new-deal-costing-93and in this case, Wall Street and seems to have real solar data
trillion) to fund various and
City hedge funds, as well as a
sundry “green tech,” which
history
gaggle of foundations and NGOs (https://www.whatsorb.com/news/glob activists are convinced can lower
– all hoping to capitalize on the al-warming-by-co2-or-cooling-by-a- the earth’s temperature and stave
new green bubble, and all
grand-solar-minimum/) in its favor, off the inevitable extinction of
determined to use this young
while the warmists seem to be the human race by 2030, or
child as their political battering relying heavily theory and
maybe 2050, or is it 2100?
ram to drive home an
We’re actually not sure, but we
computer-modeled climate
international ‘climate’ agenda. predictions – programmed by
promise it’s totally real. What
Greta gained headlines after
could possibly go wrong?
scientists eager to show that
scolding the public with her
man-made global warming is a
angry prose, “How dare you!” real phenomenon – and despite
scowled the angry Swede at the that fact that to date no real
infamous UN panel. “You have evidence has ever been produced
stolen my dreams!” railed the
which proves that man-made
youngster to a room full of
C02 is driving the Earth’s
jovial stakeholders (while
atmospheric temperature. It’s
putting on an injured voice,
still a theory, but one which
reading off the script
enjoys a large consensus at the
(https://www.npr.org/2019/09/23/7634 UN panel level and beyond. That
4. Epstein
52863/transcript-greta-thunbergsaside, after watching Greta’s
speech-at-the-u-n-climate-actionmedia and PR machine in 2019,
summit) provided to her by a team
it’s hard not to see how this child As horrendous as revelations of
of handlers). Their ‘climate
is being used by a cynical class Jimmy Saville were for western
emergency’ narrative is based on
of millionaires and billionaires, high society, the chronicles of
the theory that man-made CO2
all of whom are well-positioned billionaire VIP sex trafficker
is heating up the Earth’s
to invest in the ground level of Jeffrey Epstein were more
atmosphere which will cause
this new green bubble (and also devastating by orders of
seas levels to rise and cause the
magnitude. His exploits
accrue valuable political and
“sixth mass extinction.”
ensnared US President Bill
technocracy know-how in the
However, real solar data actually
Clinton, and high-flying lawyer
process) which first requires
indicates that the Earth may be
stoking-up a generational culture Alan Dershowitz, along with a
heading into a cooling phase
war, pitting young against old, long list of high-ranking VIPs.
(https://www.livescience.com/61716The fallout didn’t spare the
where the angry middle class
sun-cooling-global-warming.html)
British Royal Family either, with
youth demands that western
and that any changes in the
governments ‘unlock’, or rather Prince Andrew being cast out
earth’s climate have nothing to
into social oblivion for his own
rob, trillions from existing
do with man-made activity, but
role in the scandal. The more the
pension funds
rather from the Sun’s activity.
(https://www.climatechangenews.com/ story marinated, the more seedy
Doubts that man-made Co2 is
2016/04/14/development-banks-eyeit became. His was a story of one
somehow warming up the planet pension-funds-in-new-climate-finance- locked door after another,
have also been raised by
drive/) in order to finance the
concealing the adjoining halls of
dissenting scientists like former bold dream of a ‘Green New
a castle dark which can only be
IPCC lead author MIT Professor Deal’ and the promise of a green acquired by navigating the
Emeritus Richard Lindzen
utopia – they just need you to
14
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circles of extreme wealth and
alongside JFK, RFK and MLK? (many of them younger) around
influence. Many believe this was
the globe begin to realize that
part of a high level blackmail
20th century stalwarts like
operation designed to create
neoliberal vudoo economics,
leverage over top decision
savage capitalism, US dollar and
makers in politics and industry.
IMF debt-based control of the
There are also indications that
developing world, along with
Epstein “belonged to
US-led neocolonial foreign
intelligence,” although it’s not
policy and endless ‘regime
certain which agencies he may
change’ wars – are simply no
have been supplying information
longer going to cut it going
to. For his own part, Epstein’s
forward. It seems that this new
3. A Global Uprising? generation won’t settle for
story ended abruptly after he
was reportedly unconscious in a
business as usual any more.
In
2019,
we
saw
major
uprisings
federal jail cell at New York’s
Look out…
and popular mobilzations on the
Metropolitan Correctional
Center on Saturday August 10, streets in France, in the Spanish
province of Catalan, Chile,
2019. The death was quickly
Colombia, Argentina, India,
ruled a “suicide by hanging.”
Lebanon, Iraq, Haiti, Sudan,
Somehow, the CCTV camera
Hong Kong, as well as protests
footage appears to have gone
missing. The guards, we’re told, building in the Netherlands,
Italy, and Germany. Many of the
were not on duty. “It was a
horrible series of coincidences,” experts are scratching their
so says the official conspiracy heads
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/10/
theory of the highly unlikely
2. The OPCW Leaks
death of Jeff Epstein in federal 31/crosstalk-global-uprising-withguests-joshua-landis-james-jatrascustody. He was awaiting a
patrick-henningsen/ ), asking ‘what Never has there been such a
federal trial for charges of
profound story categorically
does it all mean’? Are these
conspiracy and sex trafficking of
denied and ignored by the entire
events interconnected, or are
underage girls dating back to the
they being driven by the same mainstream press. This past year
early 2000s. After his death, the
underlying social or economic saw a series of leaks coming out
trial was shelved. So it goes
of the UN appointed watchdog,
forces? Many of these events
without saying that many
appear to be genuine grassroots the Organisation for the
‘important’ and powerful people
Prohibition of Chemical
events. However, others quite
benefited from this outcome. His
clearly were being co-opted and Weapons (OPCW), which reveal
main accomplice is still at large,
that the alleged ‘chemical attack’
fueled by foreign powers
Ghislaine Maxwell, daughter of
which the West and MSM said
seeking to capitalize on any
the late media tycoon and Israeli
succession of power that might took place in Douma, Syria on
super spy, Robert Maxwell.
April 2018 – never actually
be occurring, as was the case
Many of the female victims are
happened. Which means that the
with protests in Hong Kong,
now speaking out publicly. Will
Iraq, Russia and certainly there US, UK and France launched a
there be any justice? Certainly,
was evidence of this in Lebanon, retaliatory strike against Syria on
the mainstream media appear
the basis of a well-orchestrated
although not as blatant as in
disinterested in pursuing the
other locations. Regardless, this ‘false flag’ hoax. Worst yet,
criminal segues of this story. Or
there is proof the OPCW
trend is real and potentially
will it become another grand
world-changing and cannot be perpetrated an internal cover-up
conspiracy for the ages,
of evidence
ignored, as billions of people
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(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/

(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/06/

28/post-truth-world-a-clear-opcwcover-up-shielded-by-msm-andbellingcat/ ) which would’ve

29/nils-melzer-demasking-the-tortureof-julian-assange/ ). He is also

unable to prepare for his US
exonerated Damascus. Consider
extradition hearing in February –
this as Iraq WMD 2.0, because
one of the most important
the very same fraudulent
precedent cases, maybe in
practices and heavy-handed US
history, for the future of the
tactics, along with total media
freedom of the press. His legal
acquiescence to the official
1. The Capture of Julian team even requested for more
conspiracy theory narrative – has
time to submit evidence and
Assange
happened again. Like with the
postpone of the extradition
Integrity Initiative leaks
hearing, but the fix was already
In April, WikiLeaks founder
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/01/
Julian Assange was arrested and in. The judge flatly refused to
10/information-on-the-integritybundled out of his safe haven in entertain any argument or admit
initiative/ ) which broke in late
the Ecuadorian embassy after his Assange should no longer be
2018, the OPCW leaks have
held on remand without charge
asylum and citizenship were
been dripping out, some via
in high security confinement.
WikiLeaks, and it’s been death suddenly revoked by the host
With his physical and mental
by a thousand cuts for the US, country – very clearly part of a health deteriorating rapidly,
UK and NATO establishment, coordinated conspiracy waged there is a real risk now that
by the governments of the US,
who’ve been caught not only
Assange could even die in
tampering with an investigation UK, Sweden and Ecuador
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/05/ custody
of what was meant to be a
10/julian-assange-the-uk-sweden-and- (https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/
neutral international watchdog
the-illusion-of-justice/ ) – to prepare 04/dying-inside-assanges-life-isgroup, but have summarily
threatened-by-britains-legalAssange for extradition to the
closed ranks in an information
deceptions/ ). How long can the
US to face espionage charges by
blackout, even though the
supposed guardians of freedom
disingenuously re-framing
scandal is there for the world to
and democracy in the West stand
Assange and WikiLeaks, a
see (for those willing to look).
idle while this incredible
journalist and a publication –
The reason for their evasive
injustice continues to unfold?
now as a “cyber terrorist” and a
action is now clear: when the
Whatever your preferred
“hostile foreign intelligence
Douma ‘chemical attack’
outcome, the answers to these
service.” His removal from the
happened, it was the mainstream
questions may come soon in the
embassy by British police was
media who colluded with
new year. Needless to say, many
an act of extraordinary rendition.
western governments, and who
are hoping that the plutocracy in
Despite interventions and rulings
relied on US and Saudi-backed
Washington and London come to
by multiple UN representatives,
terrorists Jayash al-Islam and the
their senses, and realize what a
determined British authorities
White Helmets – all working
historic mistake they are making
continue to hold Assange
hand-in-hand to spin-up the
– and reverse course on this
without charge in solitary
West’s official narrative that
unprecedented judicial disaster..
confinement, and heavily
somehow “Assad had gassed his
sedated (by his own admission own people.” And the leaks are
What a wild year. Expect more
https://www.rt.com/uk/477138still ongoing. Will the media and
of the same in 2020.
assange-prison-awful-sedatedbamboozled politicians ever
uk/ ), inside of London’s
address this scandal, or will they
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
Belmarsh super max prison. The
play the ostrich until it’s too
UN has ruled that his detention
late? Either way, their credibility
(Editor note: Personally I do not
constitutes torture
is now shot.
believe Assange to be genuine,
16
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see this article for details -

of the frying pan.

All indications are that Trump
will be the presumptive favorite
So here it is – the good, the bad, to win re-election in 2020. The
and the ugly for 2020…
reasons are as follows: the
Democratic field was bloated
OUT OF THE
from the start, with some 25
FRYING PAN: 2020
candidates vying for a spot on
the podium. This has left many
Trends and
swing voters confused and
Predictions from
uninspired for the most part,
although there are significant
21WIRE
pockets of excitement for
Source:
Impeachment Dies on the runners like Bernie Sanders and
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/01/0
Elizabeth Warren, and somehow,
Vine
1/out-of-the-frying-pan-2020-trendsfor Joe Biden.
and-predictions-from-21wire/
But the question is: will any of
Before Christmas, House
these Democrat candidates do
NEW YEARS DAY
Speaker Nancy Pelosi basically better than Hillary did in 2016?
SPECIAL
kicked the can into the New Year Right now the answer appears to
– afraid to send the Democrat’s be no, while Trump’s support
Articles of Impeachment to the base seems to be steadily
In last year’s Trends and
US Senate, as is standard
Predictions for 2019
growing. Add to this the recent
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/01/ procedure. One has to assume bounce in the polls received by
this is because she knew that the Trump as a result of the
01/around-the-corner-2019-trendsand-predictions-from-21wire/ ), we
Democrat’s case was so
Democrat’s disastrous
identified some prominent
incredibly weak that it would die Impeachment effort, and Trump
watershed moments in politics, as soon as it hit the Senate
seems to be the frontrunner
international relations and
review panel. As it turns out, this ahead of the Democratic
technology, but as is continually has been one the worst ownPrimaries in 2020. Regardless,
the case these days – the pace of goals in US political history, but this will still be a close election
change keeps speeding up,
those who have actually been
and the Democrats are still likely
offering even more twists and
following these developments to carry the popular vote
turns than seen in previous
with a sober eye are not at all
nationally, while Trump will
years. Looking back, 2019 was surprised by what they are
take the electoral college again
truly a Shake & Bake year,
seeing. Of course, this will only by solidifying some additional
where everything was up for
help Trump in his re-election
gains in heartland and rust belt
grabs and where we successfully campaign.
states, as well as in key swing
predicted
states like Virginia. If indeed
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/01/
Trump wins re-election, expect
01/around-the-corner-2019-trendsaccusations of “Russian
and-predictions-from-21wire/ ) both
interference” and also expect
Robert Mueller’s failure and the
angry Antifa mobs to set some
Democrat’s Impeachment of
American cities on fire, literally.
Donald Trump, along with a few
Half of America still hasn’t
other near-miss predictions.
learned its lessons from 2016.
https://tcttnews.files.wordpress.com/20
20/01/hero-or-fraud.pdf )

For this coming year, we’ll see
some entirely new realities come
into focus, as 2020 takes us out

2020 Election Circus,
Trump Redux
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between the Bernie Sanders base Henningsen back in 2017, and
and the Democratic National
continues to sums up the truly
Committee (DNC) for
perilous trajectory of pop culture
intentionally railroading Bernie’s in the West. Of course, Donald
Presidential run in 2016 in favor Trump, a former reality TV star,
the eventual loser Clinton. All of embodies the trend of “Politics
this tension will culminate at the is the New Hollywood,” and
Democratic Convention in July, really made this a reality by
Democratic Civil War where it is likely that there will hogging the width and breadth
be no clear majority winner
of mass media coverage, mostly
One of the tragic consequences going in – which means a second by just tweeting. This in turn
of four years of scapegoating
vote may go to the convention requires the media to respond
Russia for Hillary’s 2016
floor, which will likely trigger and react to his every move and
electoral train wreck, is that
the dreaded Super Delegates – machination, no matter how
there has been virtually no work the very same party apparatchiks frivolous or vapid it might be.
on policy and creating a unified and establishment loyalists who The attention he’s getting is as
platform for the Democratic
screwed Sanders in 2016. And much from his detractors as it is
Party. Add to this the bloated
here they are again, doing the
from his support ‘base’.
and discombobulated
exact same thing in 2020. This Nonetheless, this sort of
Democratic field, and the reality may result in the DNC offering obsessive attention is normally
of more progressive young
up a nominee which did not earn reserved for celebrities, and
bloods coming in, like
a mandate during the primary
royals. Other Democrat
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez,
process – which is sure to ignite politicians will also get this
fighting for key ranking
a bona fide civil war within the publicity bounce in 2020. In the
positions and challenging
party. Underneath all this
Ukraine, new President
political dinosaurs like Joe
though, is the fact that there’s
Volodymyr Zelenski was a TV
Biden, Nancy Pelosi, Chuck
very little left on the Left, due to actor who played a ‘regular guy
Schumer – and you have a real the fact that, like Britain’s
who became president.
power struggle for the “soul of Labour Party under Blair,
the party”. Every week, we see Democrats have been pulled so
young leftists accusing old
far to the political right thanks to
centerist Democrats of being in arch neoliberalists Bill Clinton
the pocket of Wall Street, and
and Barack Obama. From a
not being ‘pure’ enough or
policy point of view, centrist
progressive enough for impatient Democrats are almost
millennials who want change
indistinguishable from mainline
now. Of course, they may be
Republicans. No wonder more
right, but that still won’t bring voters are feeling uninspired.
the party any closer to victory in This in-fighting and apathy may
2020. This is not unlike the Tea result in lower voter turnouts for Life imitates art? No, this is
Party split experienced by
Democrats, as the face their own completely predictable, as social
Republicans after their
Mitt Romney moment in 2020. media feeds are now dominated
disastrous 2008 election. As a
with A-Z list political celebrities.
result, wide fractures are already
And that’s all we time-poor folks
Politics is the New
occurring in the American
really have time to follow
Hollywood
political left, and within the
closely these days. Sadly, this
party itself. Under the surface,
means that there are simply no
This concept was coined by
you already have bad blood
eye balls left to gawk at
SUNDAY WIRE host Patrick
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Hollywood’s glitterati. Because
of social media’s 24/7 political
news cycle, ‘A-listers’ can no
longer compete for hearts and
minds with round-the-clock
characters Trump, Bernie and
Creepy Joe. No one cares who
Tom Cruise is dating, or what
beach Kim Kardashian is topless
on anymore – unless there’s a
political angle. Otherwise,
celebrities will continue to sink
into the detritus of the collective
pop consciousness. So get used
to it. Politics is the New
Hollywood. In 2020, it’s
definitely a thing.

the virtual world of “extremist All over the world, crowds are
content”. In reality, all of this
forming in their millions, with
has been undertaken for partisan protesters occupying squares,
reasons; Silicon Valley firms are blocking highways, and taking
overwhelmingly Democrat and over parliament buildings, while
liberal in their political
demanding an end to neoliberal
orientation. This orgy of
austerity policies, scarce jobs
corporate censorship is also
and spiraling inflation. Expect
being underwritten by new
these uprisings to grow and
government censorship
multiply, as people begin to
directives, led by the UK and
challenge the 20th century
EU, all predicated on the excuse orthodoxy of the hereditary
of fighting ‘hate speech,’ and
oligarchy, and US dollar-led
guarding vulnerable and helpless debt-based financial market
users from ‘disinformation’ not rigging. This will pose serious
emanating from “reputable and challenges to US client states
trusted sources,” namely
worldwide, already struggling to
mainstream media and
hold together their economies
government itself, because why and political mandates while
would they ever lie or spin
over-spending on US military
anything, right? Expect these
products – while the ranks of
Kafkaesque cultural committees their poor and unemployed grow
to step-up their efforts in 2020, by the day. Ultimately, what’s at
in the hopes that they can affect stake is any respect for
the outcome of the US
government and authority. It’s
Presidential election somehow, that fundamental.
in favor of the Democratic
Mass De-platforming and candidate. But beyond this, these The Vindication of Julian
Censorship
same platforms have been
Assange
aggressive erasing accounts and
2019 was a banner year for the content which opposes war and More than any other story in
the national security state.
nameless, faceless, Silicon
2019, the apprehension and
Valley censorship committees, a Despite repeated denials by
unlawful incarceration of awardexecutives, their dark agenda is
self-appointed Star Chamber,
winning journalist and
becoming more obvious by the
busy programming their
WikiLeaks founder Julian
day.
algorithms to exclude any
Assange, left a black mark on
speech online which these
the supposed ‘leaders of free
corporations believe falls outside Global Uprisings on the world,’ namely the United States
of their narrow acceptable band
Rise
and Britain. But 2020 will most
of public discourse. All of this
certainly be the year when
was initially launched in late
2019 saw a record number of
Assange is vindicated – at least
2016 under the guise of
simultaneous mass protests
in the court of public opinion. In
“fighting fake news”, which then happening all over the globe,
the waning months of 2019, the
morphed into “countering
and still going. France’s Yellow tide of public opinion continued
disinformation”, which now
Vests aka Gilet Jaunes, led the to shift in Julian’s favor. With
encompasses ever vague
way, followed by mass
each passing week, more highmissions like “countering
movements across South
profile individuals, mainstream
Russian influence” and cleansing America, Middle East and Asia. journalists and civil liberties
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advocates are coming out to
the new red menace, and will
Just as the New Year rang in,
defend Assange and demand his gradually take the place of
Trump got the bright idea to
release. The only group which Russia as the new geopolitical bomb an Iraqi military base,
has been reticent to speak for
threat to the American Dream. killing a number of Iraqi
him has been politicians, with More and more, we see US
People’s Mobilization Unit
the exception of a few, like
media pundits waxing on about (PMU) soldiers – the same
Hawaii Congresswoman Tulsi the evils of “communist China”, soldiers who had fought on the
Gabbard, a 2020 Democratic
and how the Chinese are
ground, died and defeated ISIS
Presidential hopeful. But the real ‘infiltrating’ the US higher
in 2017. Supposedly, this US
concern is whether he will
education system and
airstrike was in response to a
survive the brutal treatment
“undermining our democracy.” rocket barrage the previous
being dished out by the British The recent demonization of the Friday which killed a U.S.
state, now in breach of its own Chinese authorities in Hong
defense contractor in a military
laws and precedents, all in order Kong, and the lionization of US- compound near Kirkuk, in
to hand over to what many agree backed violent street thugs being northern Iraq. As usual, before
is an authoritarian US
marketed by Washington think the US could investigate what
government bent on revenge for tanks as “peaceful democratic actually happened, it acted on
the international embarrassment reformers” – should raise alarm ‘highly likely intelligence,’ most
caused by WikiLeaks important bells to anyone concerned about probably from Israel, which
exposures. Until then, his life
an expansion of the New Cold assured Trump that Iran did it.
will continue to hang in the
War into the Pacific front. The So the US justified their attack
balance. #FreeAssange
US would also like to disrupt
by claiming the Iraqi personnel
China’s planned economic
killed were really “Iranian
revolution, the Belt & Road
militia,” a false talking point
project, and plan using the
which has become accepted as
“Uyghur” Muslim ethnic
fact across the US political and
minority issue as a ‘human
media landscape. In response,
rights’ flash point and pretext for PMU fighters and their
isolating China’s internationally. supporters stormed the US
This latest phase of American
embassy in Baghdad located
fetish and chauvinism may last inside the infamous US
for years. But economically
controlled Green Zone – a threat
China Dubbed Axis of speaking, China still holds all not faced by the US since they
Evil
the cards, and the gold
effectively took over the country
(literally). Let’s just hope this
in 2003. Because of
confrontation
doesn’t
lead
to
a
Washington’s insistence to frame
Move over Kim and Putin,
there’s a new boogeyman in the serious shooting war, but it will every incident in the region as
making. The US is fast losing its certainly be used as fuel for the “the work of the Iranian
regime,” it’s clear drive to war is
ability to manufacture enemies global arms race.
being spurred on by US allies
and existential threats it needs to
Israel and Saudi Arabia – both of
justify its now $1 Trillion annual
whom would view Iran as an
military budget
existential threat to their own
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/new
regional political hegemony.
s/wonk/wp/2018/06/19/u-s-militarybudget-inches-closer-to-1-trillionBesides, the main goal here is to
mark-as-concerns-over-federal-deficitkeep Iraq divided and
grow/ ), but there’s an answer to
fragmented so that it can never
Iraq is Back
their problems: China. They are
get back on its feet economically
20
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and politically, and can never be backed-forces/ ) from western and ferrying jihadi Free Syrian Army
close allies with its neighbors
Turkish-backed al-Qaeda
brigades across the
Syria and Iran. For Washington militants, as well as in-fighting Mediterranean
and Tel Aviv, the road to Tehran between terrorist factions
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/
has always been through
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/ 30/is-erdogan-recycling-terroristsBaghdad, only, it won’t work for 18/idlibs-jihadi-circus-hayat-tahrir-al- from-syrias-idlib-for-a-new-civil-warWashington this time. Iraqis are sham-accuses-rival-group-of-looting- in-libya/ ) to help the UN-backed
electricity-towers/ ). All of this
Government of Accord in Tripoli
quickly realizing that it is the
means
we
will
likely
see
the
end
in the country’s new civil war.
US, and not Iran, who has ruined
of
al-Qaeda’s
de
facto
Second
On the other side are the US,
their country, with only
generations of pain and suffering Islamic State in Idlib, and with Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Egypt
that, the death of the West’s
and even Russia, all backing
to look forward to.
popular myth the “democratic long-time US asset Khalifa
Unfortunately, their country
looks once again to become the revolution” (which never was) in Haftar, whose fighters are trying
Syria. When this happens, all
to capture Libya’s capital city of
pitch for another ugly
eyes
will
then
shift
over
the
Tripoli – a real mess in the
geopolitical grudge match
northern east section of the
making. If Syria is anything to
between the West and Iran.
country where the US is illegally go by, the presence of so many
occupying Syria’s oil fields
foreign stakeholders, along with
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/11/1 jihadi fighters being shipped in
4/explained-what-trump-really-means- as cannon fodder – means
by-take-the-oil-in-syria/ ) and
there’s a high likelihood that the
smuggling the oil out of the
instability the country is now
country to fund its clandestine facing will drag on for many
operations. Right before the
years to come. This round is
New Year, Syrian Army officers only beginning, which means
were seen on video
lots of foreign press junkets for
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/ war-friendly media outlets like
27/video-moment-us-and-syrianCNN, but bad news for the
Liberation of Idlib and troops-come-face-to-face/ )
people of Libya.
Reclamation in Syria confronting US soldiers at a
desert crossing, telling them
Global Arms Race
After nine long years and many “you are occupiers” and you will
hundreds of thousands dead, and “leave our country.” Harbinger
With the US opting out of the
of things to come.
millions of refugees and
INF treaty with Russia, while
internally displaced persons, the
Syrian War appears to be
Libya’s protracted Civil still hyping the phantom Russian
threat in order to advance NATO
heading for a final climax in
War
further eastward, and with US
2020. The last remaining
threatening China in every
western and Gulf-backed
Libya is back in the center stage possible way, while actively
terrorist stronghold is Syria’s
geopolitically, as multiple world
northern province of Idlib. Late powers throw their hat into the egging-on Saudi Arabia to keep
2019 saw the Syrian Army make ring to try to gain control of the the defense contractor cash cow
great strides with their Russian failed state created by NATO’s going in Yemen – the scene is
set for a fresh bounce in the
allies, retaking key town and
errand operation in 2011 to
global arms race, led by the US,
districts
depose then President Gaddafi. and with Russia and China
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/ Before the New Year, Turkey’s
trailing behind (in terms of
14/nato-terrorist-army-hundreds-ofPresident
Erdogan
began
spending maybe, but not
jaysh-al-izza-defectors-join-turkish21
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necessarily in terms of quality Defense Union
and effectiveness). Add this To (https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/09/
Trump’s recent announcement in 17/interview-david-ellis-on-eu2019 of his new ‘Space Force’, military-union-and-the-brexit-paradox/
and you have all the ingredients ). So will it be a ‘hard Brexit’
aka a ‘no deal Brexit,’ as Nigel
for record-level blank cheque
spending on weapons and war Farage and others have been
tech. It’s the 1980’s on steroids. advocating for, or will it simply
be BRINO (Brexit Without the
Advances in artificial
intelligence will also add to this Exit)? With Boris Johnson’s
increasingly shaky trade deal
price tag, as the West begins
“future-proofing” all of its main with the EU still experiencing
problems, it looks very much
product lines in defense and
global surveillance. If it sounds like the latter. This means that
what Britain will actually get in
scary, it’s because it is.
the end will be exactly what
former PM David Cameron
proposed in his white paper
entitled, The Best of Both
Worlds, released on the very
same day the Brexit referendum
was announced in February of
2016. After nearly four years,
and practically a civil war,
Britain ends up back at square
BREXIT (Without the one, in effect. Rule Britannia.

UK, the economy risks dipping
back into recession amid the
post-Brexit financial
uncertainties to come. That
penny is now dropping, and UK
plebs will not accept the old
Brexit Punch ‘n Judy show for
much longer. At that point,
public approval for Boris and the
Tories will hit record lows, and
with the Tories responding to
any public dissent or
manifestations – with an ever
heavy hand of the authoritarian
state. A recipe for discontent.

EU Economic Crisis

One thing many experts can
agree on is that Brussels has
been running an economic Ponzi
scheme for years now. Ten years
after the 2008 global financial
meltdown, it seems that the
bankers are still up to their old
tricks, increasing the odds that
Exit)
Boris and the Economy the next ‘black swan’ economic
crisis event will happen in the
Plummet
UK is scheduled to leave the EU
Euro zone. As Politico
on January 31, 202o. There are
remarked, “The price to pay for
After Boris Johnson and the
still some potential hurdles in
those bailouts, reform packages,
Tories recover from the
the way however, the first of
rescue funds, and European
which is Brussels. Will the EU hangover of their historic
Central Bank bond-buying
landslide elections win, reality schemes has been political
allow Britain to exit? Belgian
will hit them soon enough. Now fragmentation, at first. But by
MEP Guy Verhofstadt has
that the Brexit distraction is all now, this is morphing into
claimed
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/ but wrapped up, Conservatives outright polarization. And this is
19/eu-empire-guy-verhofstadtwill have to confront the reality happening in both “core” and
threatens-to-block-britains-not-very- of tens of millions of UK
“periphery countries” as we
intelligent-brexit/ ) that Britain still citizens who are still struggling
saw in elections in France,
needs “consent” from the EU in to make ends meet and who have
Germany, Austria and Italy.”
order to complete the final stage little hope for a prosperous
Political fragmentation will not
of Brexit. However, many Brexit future, seeing that the Tories are
help economic disparity between
critics believe that even if the
still as committed an ever to
the rich North and poor South of
UK leaves, it will still be opting their unpopular austerity
Europe. Add to this the reality of
into most of the EU conventions policies. Add to this, the fact that
Brexit and the EU losing a
and regulations, and even the
there’s been little to no growth significant chuck of its GDP
new “EU Army” aka EU
in business investment in the
from the UK, and you have a
22
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
trend line forming which only of course, the international
needs a trigger to set off a
Israeli lobby. Now that the UK v=JEX5OGmXLz4 ) believes that
financial inferno. Of course, if election is over, the British left the fake ‘antisemitism’
campaign could eventually result
the EU economy does hit the
and Labour voters will be
wall, then it might give Boris
looking for someone to blame, in a very real antisemitic
backlash against the Jewish
Johnson and the Tories a slight and will rightly revisit the
reprieve, making them look like question of why there was such a lobby for their role in destroying
genius savants, as they take
coordinated national campaign the electoral chances of Jeremy
advantage of cheap wares on the of lies waged against their party Corbyn. If that happens, then
continent, and sell to America leader. Through this defamation things will get very
uncomfortable indeed.
via a new Trump trade deal. The campaign, the Establishment
trigger could be Italy, or it could was able to force Labour to
be reckless ECB bond
redefine the term antisemitism to
purchasing schemes designed to encompass any normal criticism
hide the systemic damage caused of the policies of the state of
by 10 years of steady
Israel and its horrific treatment
quantitative easing which has
of the native Arab Palestinian
left European personal savings population in the Middle East.
next to nil. If the global
The smear campaign worked,
economy is going to scream
and helped Labour lose the
again, it’s going to start in
election. By killing the career of
Europe in 2020.
a life-long anti-racist
campaigner like Corbyn, falsely
accusing him of being a racist, it
showed that anything is possible Israel’s fall from grace
in political warfare. This
political take-down was later
The sinking reputation of
used against Bernie Sanders in extremist Zionist leader
the US, although with less
Benjamin Netanyahu, along with
success because Bernie himself the popularity of BDS, and the
is Jewish, but that still has not aforementioned backlash against
deterred the attacks from the
‘Antisemitism’ Hysteria Right. The main goal is to try the contrived ‘antisemitism’
smear campaign waged against
and delegitimize both Corbyn
Backlash
Corbyn and Sanders – will only
and Sanders by making them
fuel support from the
One of the unfortunate aspects unelectable, due to their support internationalist left-wing who
for Palestinian human rights and oppose an Israeli apartheid
of the UK’s 2019 General
BDS (Boycott, Divestment and regime actively engaged in an
Election was the coordinated
political assassination of Labour Sanctions) against Israel. By
ethnic cleansing campaign to
doing this, it also means their
Party leader Jeremy Corbyn,
drive Arabs out of Arab lands.
falsely accusing him of being an progressive policies and reAnother problem for the current
nationalising public transport, regime in Tel Aviv is that if the
‘antisemite’ and his party of
utilities, securing free public
being ‘antisemitic’ (meaning
nine year-long Syrian War
healthcare, and providing debt comes to a close, then the global
racist against Jewish people),
forgiveness – will never see the community will once again
with an attack coalition
light of day. US academic
comprised of the mainstream
focus on Israel’s crimes against
press, the Tony Blair wing of the Norman Finkelstein (himself
humanity in Gaza and the West
Labour Party, the Tory Party and Jewish Bank, and its acts of military
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aggression against neighbors
Syria, Lebanon and Iraq. Add to
this, Netanyahu’s upcoming
corruption trial, and the
International Criminal Court’s
new investigation into Israeli
war crimes and crimes against
humanity – and things are not
looking good for this embattled
75 year-old micro-colonial
settler-state creation of the
Britain and the US. 2020 will be
the year that the Hasbara
propaganda machine which has
been propping-up Israel’s
international reputation to ‘just
above tolerable’ will begin to
collapse. And again, especially
as the Syrian conflict begins to
resolve itself and the world’s
media lens naturally turns back
in the direction of the world’s
largest open prison, Gaza, and
Israel’s own institutionally racist
and violent apartheid state being
used to oppress the native
Palestinians. Most sensible
people will agree that this issue
is long over due.

nation state appears to have
are starting to hear rumblings
survived, still in tact. However, that it may be returning with a
this comes at a time when tens vengeance.
of millions of millennials, and
GenX and GenZ neophytes are
feeling ever-more connected due
to social media, real-time
translation apps, and shared
digital cultural experiences
(mostly dominated by AngloAmerican content) through
platforms like Netflix, whereby
many young people consider
themselves and identify as
One of the catalysts for this
“global citizens” first, and by
their nationality second. Along renewed push into public spaces
with their global citizenry, also has been the 2019 ‘Climate
comes advocacy for no borders, Strike’ youth movement led by
Greta, the mercurial Swede, but
and deference to global
government concepts. While this this might only be a celebritydriven cause de celebre, held
view may be driven by a new
together by middle class students
idealism which may be naive
and leaning heavily on utopian residing in North America and
Western Europe. Meanwhile, the
visions, it is nonetheless very
real in the minds of those who adult’s climate camp is now
identify as global citizens. This being driven by the ever-more
radical Extinction Rebellion
demographic is increasingly
influential and will be one of the (XR), a global environmental
key economic forces in the new movement with a stated aim of
digitally-driven Fourth Industrial using nonviolent civil
disobedience to compel
Nationalism vs The Global Revolution. Ultimately, this
governments to ‘de-carbonize’
clashes with the rise of
Citizen
their economies in order to save
nationalism – itself a result of
globalist policies of the last half humanity from certain extinction
Undoubtedly, 2018 and 2019
century. In 2020 will these two – a radical idea underpinned by
saw the strong re-emergence of
man-made global warming
world views begin to collide
nationalism in parts of the world
with ever-more veracity, creating theory. This Eco-Axis will no
– nationalism being the
a new political schism? Expect doubt form the vanguard of any
geopolitical and ideological
increased polarization along this Occupy 2.0. Moreover, the
antithesis of globalism and
reaction to Brexit and the Tory’s
new 21st century sectarian
multilateralism which has
landslide victory in December’s
divide.
dominated the latter part of the
UK General Election will have
post-WWII, US-led liberal
caused many on the political left
The New Occupy
world order. Certainly Brexit
to feel as if they ‘have no say’ in
Movement
featured heavily in this trend. So
the current democracy set-up in
despite the promises of
the West. This similar effect
globalism and projects like the It’s been nine years since the
happened after the 2016 US
European Union, the elemental Occupy Movement swept across Election, where millennials
pull of the post-Westphalian
North America and Europe. We could not simply accept that
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their party or candidate lost and because of man-made carbon
(http://www.theartofannihilation.com/t
he-manufacturing-of-greta-thunbergprepare for the next election, but emissions, it stands to reason
for-consent-the-political-economy-ofrather “demand our voices be
that faithful adherents of this
heard” now, rather than in four “end times” narrative (not unlike the-non-profit-industrial-complex/ )
loses steam, a growing global
or five years time. This party is a the end times eschatological
result of the instant gratification narratives of the major religions) community of climate skeptics
culture we’ve seen rising in the will adopt more radical methods will likely receive more airtime,
many more beginning to
West, as well a hangover from to pressure the halls of power
the Obama “hope and change” and force political concessions – question the perceived certainly
of man-made global warming
political ecstasy trip. Either way, to ‘save the climate’. As with
theory aka ‘climate change’
it’s clear that millennials and
animal rights extremism
(https://www.zerohedge.com/news/201
GenXers now require some sort methods, Eco-terrorism has
9-07-11/scientists-finland-japan-manof immediate feedback
historical form, and with more made-climate-change-doesnt-existmechanism which delivers them radical narratives like those
practice ). In recent years, many
real-time results – because for promoted by organizations like climate demonstrations, have
them, representative democracy Extinction Rebellion
taken on an increasingly weird
is no longer adequate to fulfill
cult-like atmosphere
their needs and desires as social
stakeholders. One solution being
promoted is the idea of
“People’s Assemblies” and the
direct democracy method of
Sortition
(https://www.sortitionfoundation.org/w
hat_is_sortition ). But like all
political enterprises, this too
risks being co-opted, gamed, and
which may resonate with some
taken over by big money
urbanistas and hipsters, but
interests, most likely from Wall
could also be damaging its
Street-funded, and billionairethis
has
led
many
of
its
young
broad-based appeal. The reality
run foundations and third sector
followers
to
believe
“we
have
no
is no matter how extreme the
NGOs. In the end, these
future.”
What
would
previously
predictions of doom, or the
movements end up becoming
excoriations by Greta, the global
‘pressure release valves’ for the be regarded as acts of civil
disobedience
may
no
longer
economy will never deEstablishment, and have very
limited scope for affecting the suffice in the current nihilistic carbonize by 2025, or 2030, or
atmosphere. If there was ever a even 2050, for the simple
‘change’ which activists so
desperately wanted in the first ripe moment for the specter of reasons that renewables can
Eco-Terrorism to rear its ugly
never provide the base load
place.
head, then it may be in 2020.
required to power the world’s
growing cities and overall
Eco-Terrorism
The Fall of Climatism energy needs. The math just
doesn’t add up
As the narrative surrounding
As the narratives become more (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
climate change becomes even
v=E0W1ZZYIV8o ). There is also a
militant and the hype
more radicalized and activists
adopt the theory that humanity is surrounding Swedish teenager significant backlash now to the
and ‘climate strike’ leader Greta proposed Green New Deal
somehow in the process of a
which will require trillions in
Thunberg
“sixth mass extinction” – all
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taxpayer funds and money
robbed from pension funds in
order to finance as yet
undiscovered “green tech”
solutions, which many believe is
really just a new ‘green dotcom
bubble.’ Combine this with
indications that the earth is now
heading into a solar minimum
phase
(https://www.whatsorb.com/news/glob
al-warming-by-co2-or-cooling-by-agrand-solar-minimum/ ) which will

about the impending 5G roll-out.
This completely untested and
unregulated cellular technology
is being aggressively pushed
now by governments and
corporations in the West, despite
legitimate concerns for public
health
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/02/
07/5g-roll-out-will-be-a-globalcatastrophe-activist-warns-of-massivehuman-guinea-pigs-trial/ ), as well

as environment and ecological
concerns too
see more record cold weather
across the northern hemisphere – (https://digitalsurvivor.uk/2019/03/30/e
and you have all the ingredients verything-you-need-to-know-abouttrees-and-5g/ ). Clearly, 5G is seen
for serious challenges to
Climatism as the dominant eco- as the gateway to realizing the
technocrats dream of the Internet
ideology of this epoch. This
transition will not happen over of Things, and also a total endnight, but it’s inevitable, as the to-end mass surveillance state.
It’s already known that China’s
backlash against a strictly
imposed environment narrative, new police state is using 5G as
where dissent or questions are its digital backbone. Despite all
of this, the media blackout on
strictly forbidden – is simply
unsustainable politically and as this issue remains, and so it is
some experts now believe – it is likely that the process of full
implementation will begin in
also fundamentally
2020. What could possibly go
undemocratic. This will no
wrong?
doubt be the source of more
heated battles (no pun intended)
There it is. 2020, out of the
across society in 2020.
frying pan. But will it be into the
fire?

5G Implementation
Begins
Interestingly, none of the XR
and Eco-activists appear to care
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